considerable part of the 6i7tos was supported by the state through employment on guard and revenue ships.
Forty or fifty years later Thucydides' reports that Pericles, when discussing a possible naval emergency, planned on enrolling all the citizens and the metics if necessary. There is no mention of slaves, even as a remote possibility for the crews. In those prosperous days just before the Peloponnesian War it would naturally be almost inconceivable that Athens would ever ha;ve to stoop to the enrolment policy of 406 B.C.2 in preparation for an Arginusae (Xen. Hellen. i. 6. 24). In 428 B.C. in an actual emergency, when beginning to feel the full effects (Thucyd. iii. 3) of the war and the plague, the Athenians launched one hundred ships, according to Thucydides,3 manned with citizens-except the knights and the highest class-and with metics.4 There is no mention of slaves. Just after the disaster in Sicily when Athens "in all haste and making use of unpractised crews"' had contrived to man thirty-six ships to cope with the Euboean situation (ibid. viii. 95) there is no mention that there was recourse to slaves for oarsmen. In the further account of the subsequent capture of twentytwo of these ships by Peloponnesians, an event which, it is said, caused greater consternation at Athens than any other previous loss in the war (viii. 96), Thucydides remarks that the crews were either slain or taken as prisoners, without referring to the disposal of any slaves, although he was careful to mention such a detail in two other casesonce when the eight hundred slaves captured on board Corcyra's ships were freed (i. 55), and again when the slaves were freed on Chios' seven ships (vii. 15. 2). Aristophanes terms sailors (or at least one section of them, i.e., Gpavltrqs) the "safeguard of the state" (Acharn. 162)-words hardly applicable to any but free persons. At another 1 i. 143: ".... That indeed might be a dangerous matter if we were not a match for them [i.e., Peloponnesians], assuming that both citizens and our resident aliens have manned our ships" (Smith's trans.).
2 See below, p. 278; all of the adults of even the wealthiest classes and all of the adult slaves were enlisted. time he also asserts that the poor are always ready to vote for the launching of shi'ps and that the wealthy are against it.' This would be natural if the launching meant wages for the former class but chiefly increased expense and trouble for the latter. If it had been customary to enrol slaves regularly as oarsmen, it seems strange that Athens would still further have crippled herself financially by offering freedom to those slaves who had participated in the naval combat at Arginusae.2 About the middle of the fourth century Xenophon, it is true, among other novel suggestions, remarks that the ten thousand slaves whom he is advising the state as a new venture to purchase for work in the silver mines could, if trained, be used to advantage in the navy and the infantry.3 But there is no reason to think that this random suggestion bore any more fruit than his other visionary schemes,4 for example, that of developing a populous real estate subdivision in the barren district adjacent to the mines (Vectigal. iv. 50) wherein house lots would sell for as much as those in the suburbs of Athens. Demosthenes5 reminds his audiences of the tumultuous discussions of the assembly whenever' the question was before them of launching ships to be manned with citizens or metics or freedmen,6 with no mention of slaves.
Finally, for the last half of the fourth century Aristotle incidentally but conclusively shows that in his time a considerable number of poorer citizens were filling the Athenian triremes, when by way of illustration he says: ". . . . Of the common people, one class are husband- As for the rest of the crew,4 that is, the officers, designated collectively as vT7ri7pEcia, the marines, known as eg7rLf3rat, and sometimes even archers, rot6ra&, extended discussion is unnecessary for there is clear evidence and general agreement that these were freemen and for the most part Athenian citizens.5 Moreover, the small size and general simplicity of structure of the ships,6 the fact that there were no protracted voyages over the open sea, but that, on the contrary, the boats were drawn up on land each night if possible where each individual superintended the cooking of his own food, made any general He did not go on board the ship which he had given, but sent out the resident alien Pamphilus, the Egyptian, while he himself stayed at home" (Kennedy's trans.). I should not suppose, however, that these irregularities in naval procedure should be cited as proof, as is sometimes the case, of any systematic policy.
3 Polit. iii. 5 (1304a). staff of slaves for menial duties unnecessary.' As it has been estimated that only a small proportion of the oarsmen were needed at any one time to propel the ship at an even speed,2 the miscellaneous duties about the vessel could be well attended to by the oarsmen not on duty in the working shift.
So much for the negative evidence as to the use of slaves in the navy! What little positive evidence exists has proved so intricate that widely divergent views have been expressed upon it.
It was formerly the fashion, following Boeckh, when Athens was supposed to have been faced with an acute housing problem due to the traditional 365,000-400,000 slaves (commonly thought to have been owned in 322 B.C.) to relegate many of them regularly to the navy as well as to other branches of warfare.3 Others, notably Niese,4 l Even on a short voyage such as that to Eretria, it is seen that the Athenians did not take their food with them but each man had to assemble his own from the surrounding districts. This appears to have been the regular custom, for the enemy planned their whole attack in advance with this in mind (Thucyd. viii. 95. 4): "When, therefore, he began his advance, the Athenians on their part began at once to man their ships, supposing that their crews were beside their vessels. But they chanced to be providing themselves with food for their breakfast, not in the market-place-for by design on the part of the Eretrians nothing was being offered for sale there-but from the houses in the furtherest parts of the town" (Smith's trans. going to the opposite extreme, argue that no slaves under any conditions were taken on to ships except in one solitary emergency (i.e., at Arginusae). A third group now maintain that slaves in moderate numbers were used as members of the crew on occasion.' The most recent handbook2 is more specific not as to numbers but as to years. Beginning with 415 B.c. and continuing until the middle of the fourth century, Athens, it is asserted, being financially exhausted and crews being depleted, used slaves repeatedly to help man her fleet, but later did not so use them.3
But why should Athens just at the period when her slave population was the smallest,4 when her fleet numbered the fewest ships since the days before Salamis,5 and when general business conditions were such that there were many unemployed citizens and metics eager to earn the three obols ar at times the drachma a day by rowing for the state,6 adopt the policy of using slaves repeatedly as oarsmen, later to discard it? Slaves were labor involving expense. It would cost money to hire or to buy them in addition to maintaining them. The state' owned no body of slaves who could be assigned the trierarchs for this purpose, as was the case with the road commissioners (Aristot. Ath. Pol. 54), and there is no evidence except for one emergency (Xen. Hellen. i. 6. 24) that masters were asked to contribute slaves to the state. The plan seems entirely incredible for the period specified and to have arisen from a forced interpretation of the evidence.
There are, moreover, many practical difficulties in the way of picturing a mixed crew of both slave and free for any period of years. The general plan of recruiting and of paying slaves would be hard to explain satisfactorily. Free persons who were poor enough to have to enlist in the navy for the hard work of rowing, of course, owned no slaves who could, while at sea, occupy benches beside them, and on land carry the oar-loops and cushions for them.2 Were rich men supposed to contribute slaves, or did a small percentage of the crew consist of slaves hired by the state from masters on the same terms as freemen were hired,3 and likewise to be put in charge of a trierarch to be treated necessarily under the same discipline as the freemen? Or was one whole section of rowers reserved for slaves?4 There is no intimation of any such procedures among the Athenians. Surely a group composed exclusively of slaves working in the silver mines' under a free overseer, or even a group composed both of freemen and slaves As to the probable number of such slaves on warships one cannot be exact. But the type of ship and the purpose of the expedition must have caused the numbers to vary greatly. Many of the so-called "naval expeditions," especially in the Peloponnesian War, meant little more than the launching of transports filled with marines who were to be taken a few hundred miles down the coast for short marauding expeditions by land.4 In these, no doubt, the practice as to slaves was the same as in the case of hoplites in the army-one to be reckoned for each master. But on triremes constructed so as themselves to be used as engine of war with the rowers assisting in the maneuvers along with ten or fewer marines, as was often the case in the fourth century,5 one would expect to find very few slaves. On the food and horsebearing transports6 accompanying the one expedition to distant waters sent out by Athens to Sicily, and the costliest one she or any other Greek city had ever equipped (Thucyd. vi. 31), there were probably many slaves.' But in emergencies where economy in money and man-power must prevail, ships were sometimes manned with an all-round crew, one, namely, that would be required to work the oars when on the sea and to fight as peltasts whenever a landing was effected.2 It is not likely that such a versatile crew would need slaves.
The positive evidence, scanty as it is, admirably bears out these assumptions. In the first place, on the swift messenger ships, such as the "Paralus," on the explicit testimony of Thucydides,3 there were no slaves at all. The crew was composed strictly of none but Athenian citizens. This is to be expected on a ship where it was not a question of transporting soldiers or of engaging in naval combat but one of delivering important state messages. Skilled rowers, loyal Athenians, who were at the same time capable of defending the boat, would be the only ones needed for this permanent, high-salaried, and honorable position.4 Foreigners would not be trusted, and slaves would not be needed as attendants. However, in such a combined naval and land expedition' as that which set forth for Sicily, the several thousand hoplites and cavalry on board (Thucyd. vi. 43) took along attendant slaves,2 and no doubt on such a long journey these assisted in the rowing. Nicias, in his letter to Athens complaining of misfortunes befalling his crew, mentions (vii. 13. 2) that of the desertion of these and other slaves. Their absence and not their presence is what he cites as unusual. Sixty years later when naval as well as land warfare had been revolutionized by such men as Iphicrates through the use of the more mobile peltasts, and when economic conditions3 were such that the number of citizens wealthy enough to serve as hoplites had decreased, whereas the number of poorer citizens who could be advantageously employed by the state was probably larger, it is possible that Isocrates did with some degree of truth exclaim: "Besides if at that time [i.e., fifth century] they were manning triremes, they put on board foreigners and slaves [italics are mine] as sailors, but sent out citizens to serve as hoplites; whereas at the present day, we employ foreigners as hoplites, and compel citizens to act as oarsmen. Over in Sicily in 296 B.C. Dionysius, in another critical situation, set free all the slaves of the Syracusans and with them manned sixty ships.4 Yet at the time at which he had made his first gigantic preparations, under no pressing necessity, he had not resorted to slaves but for one half of his navy had used citizens both as pilots and as oarsmen, and for the other half had hired foreigners.5 Such was Corinth's procedure, too, at the beginning of her troubles with Corcyra. Rowers were assembled, not from her large slave population, but from her own citizens and from all parts of the Peloponnesus and Greece.6 Freemen were used, then, whenever time and man-power permitted.
Inscriptions, as has been stated previously, up to this time have contributed little additional information. Important fragments' of one, found on the Acropolis, and generally thought to date from the last of the fifth century,2 contain names of a part of the crews of at least five triremes. The designations of the ships are missing, as is also the statement as to the purpose of this memorial tablet. Officers, citizen sailors with deme names, foreign sailors, and slaves with masters' names are included in the fragmentary lists, but, unfortunately, it is not possible at present even to determine the relative numerical proportion of the slave and the free members.3 The conjecture4 long ago made that this is, perhaps, an inscription commemorating Arginusae is a plausible one in view of the literary evidence as to slaves in the navy. At any rate, it is safe to assume that it was set up to commemorate some outstanding event in military history, so that the personnel of the crew may not have been typical of the ordinary battleship. In its present condition the inscription can add little certain information to the question at hand.5 In conclusion: There is abundant evidence to show that Athenian triremes were manned at all times in the fifth and fourth centuries by crews habitually referred to in a general way by the contemporary writers as though composed entirely of a group of free-and welltrained men; in the one serious emergency where it is known that slaves, as well as the wealthiest citizens, were enrolled, the case is so specifically cited by the writer as though unusual, and it is known that the surviving slaves were given their freedom; furthermore, slaves, as attendants, are known to have accompanied travelers over the sea on peaceful missions, lending a hand at the oar when necessary, and in war, on at least one occasion, are known to have accompanied their masters overseas to Sicily, without the historian's making I IG, II, 959.
